
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Sandra Gómez- Chief of Planning and Finance   

Integration of Corferias with the environment 

Corferias opted to consolidate and contribute to the city a large public use space of approximately 

23,700 M2, which have malls, green areas, squares and street furniture, which positively transforms 

the relationship of Corferias with its immediate surroundings adding value to the sector, providing 

security, accessibility and comfort to the pedestrian around our premises. 

The new public spaces are located: 

• Alameda Cra 37 

• Alameda Avenida Pedro Leon Trabuchy 

• Alameda Calle 25 

• Green Parking Public Space 

• Alameda and plaza on Avenida La esperanza, where it is possible to find 6 meeting rooms, ATMs 

and 7 commercial premises which began operating since June last year. 

Hotel and offices project 

The pre-opening of the hotel was November 2018 and formally began operations in March of this 

year, classified as a 5-star hotel. The building has 17 floors, swimming pool, gym and 410 rooms. The 

new offices of Corferias represent 4,590 m2 distributed over 3 floors. The first floor is designed for 

the attention of visitors and exhibitors. 

Agora 

For the year 2018, 186 events were developed, of which 18 were international and 4 of them 

categorized as ICCA events. The development of all these events convened 97,228 visitors, 7,800 of 

them international. 

New products 

Interzum 

After 13 versions, the last one was supported by Interzum, the world's leading fair in supplies for 

furniture production and interior design, organized by our partner Köelnmesse in Germany. This 

new version was designed as a HUB trade fair for the industry in the region had 192 exhibitors who 

occupied about 7,000 M2 net and high-level academic and technical activities for the industry 

Bicigo 



 
BiciGO allowed to gather experts and legends of cycling in one place. 79 exhibitors participated 29% 

international and 15,505 visitors. Experiences such as “Bicycle Museum with more than 100 pieces” 

stand out in the show; Xtreme Fest; BMX; Scooter, rides and competitions between fans and fans of 

the use of bicycles. 

Chocoshow 

Based on the high quality of Colombian Cacao, this first version had 77 exhibitors who presented 

the most select chocolates for the table, pastries, chocolate, generating spaces for marketing and 

customer service to the final consumer. It had 15,820 visitors. This fair is developed in association 

with the Colombian Cocoa Federation. 

Comic Con 

In association with Planet Comics, in the same year, the first version in Bogotá and the sixth version 

in Medellín were developed, allowing to have about 74,000 visitors in the two cities and develop a 

set of experiences with producers such as Disney, Warner, Cartoon Network, Sony and Universal, as 

well as having the presence of world-class artists. 

Libraq 

With the support of the Mayor's Office of Barranquilla and the Colombian Chamber of the Book, it 

was possible to deploy an assembly within the fairgrounds and extend the academic and cultural 

agenda. In the first version LIBRAQ managed to gather more than 32,000 people in the fairgrounds, 

78 exhibitors and recorded a traffic on the Great Malecon of about 100,000 people living a top-level 

agenda. 

Agrofuture Expo 

The 1st version was held, in the month of August in the city of Bogotá, in the hands of Corferias and 

in association with the Novoagro firm. It had 300 national and international exhibitors and an 

attendance of more than 13,000 professional assistants. This acquisition strengthens the presence 

of CORFERIAS in the agribusiness and livestock sector of the country and the region. 

For the year 2019 you have the following events: 

Sportfest 

Specialized sport, fitness and healthy life fair that will present the latest industry news in a 3-day 

scenario 

Silverexpo 

It is the first commercial and experiential space in Bogotá, where products and services oriented to 

the population of the Elderly will be exhibited under the same place, in order to promote the well-

being and fun of this population. 



 
Digitech 

The DIGITECH Digital Transformation and Automation Fair will be the ideal space for small, medium 

and large entrepreneurs to discover the different processes of implementation of the growing 

industry 4.0. Together with the participation of major brands and representative entities related to 

automation, digital manufacturing, the Internet of things, among others. 

Fairs and events 2nd quarter 

FILBO 

Since 1988, the Colombian Book Chamber and Corferias have held the Bogotá International Book 

Fair, a successful alliance that has allowed this cultural event to be positioned as one of the most 

important in the Spanish-speaking world. FILBo was a determining project in the designation of 

Bogotá as World Book Capital in 2007 and was chosen by the City Council as a cultural asset for the 

country. 

Expoconstruccion 

Expoconstrucción y Expodiseño 2019, is the specialized fair of international character that edition 

after edition is consolidated as the scenario that promotes the development and growth of the 

construction, architecture, infrastructure and design sectors in the region. 

Objectives 

• Generate an ideal meeting place for qualified contacts between exhibitors, buyers and visitors, 

where the strengthening of the construction and design sector is promoted, consolidating itself as 

one of the most important scenarios in Latin America. 

• To have the main suppliers in materials, supplies, products, equipment, machinery, services, 

technology of the sectors and subsectors of Construction and Design, a complete academic agenda 

and the generation of new businesses with qualified national and international contacts. 

Financial situation 

The seasonality of the fairs and events of Corferias can be reflected in the historical route of the last 

twelve months. For this cut there have been a similar amount of events to those of the second 

quarter of last year, having a rebound in the events of the month of June. 

At the cut, operating revenues grew 26% mainly due to 

1. The development of biennial fairs such as Expoconstrucción. In this specific case, the fair takes 

place in odd years, which, when compared to the same cut of the year, shows its contribution to the 

level of income. 

2. The development of the book fair, product of the portfolio that generated one of the highest % 

participation in the income of the period. 



 
3. The development of events such as Campus Party, South Summit. These events generated a 

significant contribution to the dynamism of the Food & Beverage business unit. 

4. The development of the National Public Accounting Congress in Barranquilla. This event 

generated the main sources of income of this branch for all business units by the modality and size 

of the event. 

For sales spending, there is an 18% growth, which is directly related to revenue growth. For this cut 

the growth was generated by the increase in rentals of equipment, services, temporary staff and 

adjustments necessary for the development of fairs such as Expoconstruccion, Filbo. In the same 

way there is an important contribution in the necessary adjustments for Agroexpo, fair developed 

in the month of July. 

Administrative expenses show significant growth due to the payment of the property tax of the 

enclosures and parking lots of the corporation and the operating expenses of the Agora Convention 

Center. 

Against the non-Operational issue, revenues grew by 33% due to the returns generated in managed 

funds and investments in capital funds. From an expense perspective, the growth of this item is 

caused by the payment of interest on the financial obligations used to leverage the company's 

multiple investment projects. This last item is the one that significantly impacts net income and 

makes it 3% lower compared to 2018. This also leads to the conclusion that the corporation reaches 

operating profit levels similar to those of the previous year. , with fewer events held. All this 

demonstrates the good use of the seasonality of the products to maintain stable levels of utility. 

Against the balance sheet items, we see a debt structure focused on the long term, mainly caused 

by the obligations acquired for investment projects such as the active Edge and the new offices. 

Despite the increase in long-term liabilities compared to the previous year, the level of indebtedness 

is at the expected levels. Additionally, the autonomy indicator reflects the good use that is being 

given to bank credit to leverage growth projects in the corporation. 

Next quarter fairs 

Agroexpo 

It is the fair that has brought together the agricultural sector over 42 years, achieving consolidation 

as the most representative in Central America and the Caribbean. Every 2 years the doors are 

opened for the scenario that promotes the generation of business and commercial contacts that 

strengthen the Networking networks of the sector. 

Nextcar 

In Nextcar, showcase of the best used, which will take place from August 1 to 4 in Corferias, about 

1,100 cars will be exhibited. between those that will be different financial and insurance entities 

and the Integral Services for Mobility, SIM, entity that oversees all the transit and transport 



 
procedures of Bogotá; and the National Unique Traffic Registry, Runt, which concentrates the 

updated information on automotive registrations. 

“We will have one more version of Nextcar with a wider and more varied display of used vehicles 

for women, young people and the family. 

Salon Inmobiliario 

Great Real Estate Exhibition - International Fair aims to present the most complete offer of 

investment projects in new and used real estate assets, residential, offices, hotels, commercial and 

industrial national and international. It offers in a single place all the offer of value and 

complementary services, boosting the supply and demand of the real estate sector. 

Boyacá in Corferias 

We prepare for the commemoration of the Bicentennial of the liberating deed and to honor our 

land as the cradle of freedom. That is why, as part of the commemorative actions, an event returns 

that will decorate this celebration: “BICENTENARY BOYACÁ IN CORFERIAS 2019”, contest that seeks 

to strengthen the productive and business sector of the department, exalt the traditions, trades and 

culture of Boyacense and be the Best showcase for the business development of entrepreneurs. 

Sabor Barranquilla 

Taste Barranquilla is the most important gastronomy fair in the Colombian Caribbean Region. A 

space where chefs of national and international recognition meet to season Barranquilla with 

recipes, tea and culinary advice for all palates. 

Feria del Hogar 

It is the largest exhibition of solutions for the home; where the experience brings together families 

and friends in a unique and dynamic commercial and entertainment environment, converging in a 

single place every year everything related to products for your home with news, quality, guarantee, 

receiving direct advice from brands or exhibitors and the Corferias support Colombian households, 

generating the largest home in Colombia and Latin America. 

Artbo 

The International Art Fair of Bogotá convenes national and international galleries, curators, artists 

and general public around a commercial relationship platform, which provides one of the most 

important cultural showcases in the plastic arts in Colombia and becoming the axis Central of the 

artistic circuit that takes place during the month of October in Bogotá. 

Colombia 4.0 

Colombia 4.0 the most important Digital Content summit in Colombia and Latin America, where the 

digital world connects. In Colombia 4.0, national and international experts will give lectures, 



 
workshops and exchange of experiences related to the latest trends in animation, video games, web, 

mobile development, music, digital advertising. 

Other events that will take place in the quarter include Silverexpo, Libraq, Agrofuturo in Medellin, 

Digitech and Expodrinks in Barranquilla. 


